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A

ny model that attempts to
describe the time evolu
tion of planetary positions
needs to account for retrograde
motion, the apparent reversal of the
planet's path against the background
of the fixed stars. In discussing mod
els ofthe cosmos through history, it is
standard practice to present the
Ptolemaic model. 1 This model, which
was one of the first to successfully
account for planetary motions in
detail, has as its most notable geo
metric feature the use of epicycles
and deferent circles. 2 When present
ed to students, it is sometimes diffi
cult for them to envision how an
epicycle and deferent combine to
produce the characteristic backward
motion. Textbook treatments 3 of the
topic include the standard loop-the

loop picture, which is inherently stat
ic. We have developed a "hands-on"
exercise, using simple supplies,
which enables students to get a
dynamic feel for planets executing
epicyclical motion. This exercise has
been used successfully by students in
our "physics for poets" course and in
an interdisciplinary, team-taught
Science in Context course titled
"Cosmological Thought."
The equipment consists of polar
graph paper and a "fender" washer.
The center of the polar graph paper
(we use National 12-187) represents
Earth and a circle drawn on the paper
at a particular radius represents the
deferent circle. The epicycle is repre
sented by the outer edge of a "fender"
washer of diameter 1Y.. in with a hole
in the center of approximate diameter

Y.. in (we find these sizes work well).4
The washer is marked with crosshairs,
and the end of one of the crosshairs, at
the outer rim of the washer, has an
arrow that represents the planetary
position (see Fig. 1). We constructed a
similar washer out of clear plastic for
the instructor to use on an overhead
projector in conjunction with a trans
parency of the polar graph paper.
Using the crosshairs, students ori
ent the center of the washer on the
deferent with the planet at a particu
lar initial position, for example with
the arrow pointing down. Now they
move the center of the epicycle (cen
ter of the washer) counterclockwise
around the deferent circle at a con
stant rate, while simultaneously rotat
ing the epicycle (washer) counter
clockwise about its center at a con

stant. possibly different, rate. The
position of the planet (arrow)
exhibits
epicyclical
motion.
Depending on the relative speeds
of rotation, the resulting behavior
can exhibit the retrograde motion.
To get more quantitative results,
we suggest the students use specif
ic rates of rotation. For example, 5
degrees per time step for the center
of the epicycle around the deferent,
and 45 degrees per time step for the
rotation ofthe planet about the cen
ter of the epicycle. After each time
step, the location of the planet
(arrow) is marked on the graph
paper, and the time step number is
indicated. This process, moving
another 5 degrees around the defer
ent and simultaneously another 45
degrees about the center of the
epicycle, is then repeated. Several
points obtained using these values Fig. 1: Hands-on apparatus showing polar graph paper,
are shown in Fig. 1. These points "fender" washer with crosshairs and arrow, a labeled
sequence of planetary positions, and two radial lines
can be connected in chronological indicating the extent of the retrograde arc.
(ascending) order to represent suc
cessive
planetary
positions.
This exercise, using readily avail
Finally, the students draw a line from
able and inexpensive materials, has
Earth (center of polar graph paper) to
been used successfully to give stu
the extreme angular positions of the
dents a "feel" for the way in which an
motion to indicate the retrograde are,
epicycle and deferent combine to
as shown in the figure.
produce retrograde motion.
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